Testimonial

HAKOM Nettest: “HAKOMetar Plus”

HAKOM decided to implement an internet measurement tool to assess reliable and precise data from the measurements of internet quality in the Republic of Croatia which was the subject of contract no. HAKOM-97/16.

The developer team was consisted as follows: Andreas Gaber, Project Manager, Johannes Lusak, Lukasz Budryk and Benjamin Pucher.

The HAKOM Nettest “HAKOMetar Plus” is a specific implementation including a website and mobile applications for Android and iOS.

By means of HAKOMetar Plus implementation HAKOM acquired holistic tool, deployed by Alladin-IT as value added partner, for measuring both: mobile broadband network speeds and testing network neutrality performance. The tool was implemented as a necessary addition for HAKOMetar, already in place tool for broadband measuring on landline. Additionally, by means of HAKOMetar Plus we are able to provide necessary transparency by, both, visualizing measured results on the map and publishing it in open data form.

Deliver to:
1. ALLADIN-IT GmbH by registered mail and e-mail (johannes.lusak@alladin.at)
2. In file